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Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate changes in the wind power plant energy production
parameters under the conditions of sudden wind changes and voltage drop. To achieve these goals, a
simulation of operation of wind power plants was performed. Twelve wind turbines with variable
rotational speed equipped with a Fuhrländer FL 2500/104 asynchronous double-fed induction
generator (DFIG) were used, each with an installed capacity of 2.5 MW. A general scheme of a wind
power plant has been developed using a modular-trunk power distribution scheme. The system
consists of wind power modules and a central substation, which allows total power to be supplied to
the power system at a voltage of 35 kV. The central substation uses two high voltage switchgears.
Four modules were used, each of them consisting of three wind turbines, with a power of 7.5 MW. The
simulation of the wind turbines was performed in the MATLAB® Simulink® software environment.
The mode of response of the turbines to a change in wind speed, a voltage drop in the 35 kV voltage
system, and a one-phase short circuit to the ground in the system of 10.5 kV voltage was explored.
The results show that a sudden voltage drop and the appearance of short circuits influence the
wind power plant (WPP) operation in a different way independent of regulation mode. The power
generation from WPP will be limited when voltage drop occurred for both AC and Voltage regulation
mode and during short circuits while WPP is set on AC regulation mode.

Keywords: wind power plant; wind turbines; one-phase short circuit; voltage drop; computer
simulation

1. Introduction

Wind power is developing at a rapid pace all over the world. According to the World
Wind Energy Association, by the end of 2020, the installed capacity of all wind power
plants all over the world reached 744 GW [1]. Over the past twenty years, this area has
evolved from an exotic phenomenon to a rapidly developing industry, where more efficient
and reliable technologies have been implemented, and the costs have almost halved in
the last ten years, which has enabled commercial production. Modern wind turbines are
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capable of producing several times more electricity than 20 years ago, and the cost of
equipment per unit of output (kW/h) has more than doubled over the years. Moreover,
evolution of wind energy production into an independent industry has had a positive effect
on the economic development of modern society. The Wind Energy Council has estimated
the employment in the wind energy sector to be around 350,000.

Ukraine has numerous wind energy resources and, due to its natural and climatic
characteristics, can become one of the leading countries in wind energy utilization [2–5].
The total installed capacity is about 1.3 GW [6,7]. Ukraine is able to effectively use wind
energy in some areas with an average annual wind speed of more than 5 m/s. This speed
is sufficient for the operation of wind turbines.

According to Ukraine’s energy strategy, by 2035, the share of electricity produced
from renewable energy sources should account for 25% of the country’s total production.
According to commitments made to the European Energy Community, Ukraine will have
increased the share of renewable energy sources (RES) in the country’s energy balance by
11% (data refers to 2020) [8–11].

In order to ensure the independence of Ukraine from commodity imports, and thanks
to the current green tariff law, generation of electricity from renewable sources is important
and necessary for the development of the modern electricity sector, and to provide Ukraine
with the most advanced, innovative technologies [12–15].

Therefore, the problems addressed in this study concerning the operation of wind
power plants in the electricity grid are very significant. The most efficient operation of
wind farms requires knowledge about the performance of a wind farm and the turbine
behavior on the grid, especially its power generation and voltage levels under different
wind conditions. Factors necessary for the study of wind farm design are: selection of
the power plant construction site, development of the power output scheme, selection of
the generator type and turbines, and the study of the wind farm impact on emergency
modes in the electrical network [12,13,16–23]. As mentioned in [17], the configuration
of a wind farm location largely affects the wind farm power output. Configuration of
the turbines in a line and orientation perpendicular to the free-stream of wind provides
maximum performance. Attempts to optimize a wind farm arrangement were also made
using genetic algorithms [18–20]. It was also found that, thanks to the use of energy storage
systems, about 20% of total curtailment can be avoided [16].

Investigating the influence of wind farms on power systems and predicting the quan-
tity and quality parameters of the produced energy fed into the grid is possible by the mod-
eling and simulation of a wind farm operation, e.g., in MATLAB® Simulink® (The Math-
Works, Natick, MA, USA) software or Python™ (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington,
DE, USA). Several studies are devoted to computer simulation of wind turbines. Some
papers investigate dynamic responses of small wind turbines to wind speed changes [24,25].
In study [26], a VAR compensator is proposed to control the parameters of wind turbines
(voltage, power). A simulation was performed in MATLAB® software (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA), which showed that the use of a VAR compensator with a three-phase
squirrel-cage induction generator gave good results and fast recovery from dynamic dis-
turbances. Saheb-Koussa et al. [27] developed a model for wind turbines with fixed speed
generators and using MATLAB® simulation proved that their model allowed the prediction
of dynamic responses during wind turbine operation. A voltage adjustment model for
variable wind speed was also introduced [28]. Jansuya and Kumsuwan [29] proposed a
simulator for a fixed pitch angle wind turbine and showed that it could display mechanical
power and torque suitable for variable wind speed conditions. Only a few studies deal
with modeling of wind farm characteristics because of the complexity of this task [30,31].
Although the subject of dynamic response has already been described in the literature,
there is still a lack of information about how wind farms respond to sudden changes in
wind and drops in voltage. In this study, some performance characteristics of wind farms
under these conditions are presented.
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The aim of this paper is to investigate changes in the wind power plant energy
production parameters under the conditions of sudden wind changes and voltage drop. To
achieve these goals, a simulation of the operation of three wind power plants with a rated
power of 7.5 kW, supplying one substation, and being part of a 10 MW wind farm, was
performed in MATLAB® Simulink®.

2. Materials and Methods

Modern wind energy turbines (WET), which use power electronics (inverters) to
connect to the electric grid and automatically adjust the operation mode of WET, unlike
the first directly connected to the electrical grid WET built in Ukraine, are able to provide
the grid with auxiliary services [32–34].

The necessity of analyzing power system operation modes while providing WPP
auxiliary services requires adequate modeling of WET in calculations of electrical modes to
determine the level of a power system’s static stability from design organizations and the
operators of backbone and distribution networks [35].

We performed simulations of real wind power plant operation modes. For this
purpose, we selected the installed capacity of the designed wind power plant to be 30 MW.
It was also decided to use 12 wind-driven Fuhrländer FL 2500 installations of German
production, with a rotor diameter equal to 104 m. The capacity of one wind turbine was
2.5 MW, and an asynchronous generator based on a dual power machine was used. The
stator winding is connected directly to the 50 Hz network, and the rotor is connected
to a variable frequency via an AC to DC converter (PWM based on IGBT transistors)
(Figure 1). Asynchronous generator technology maximizes wind power for low wind
speeds by optimizing turbine speed while minimizing mechanical loads on the turbine
during wind gusts. The optimum turbine speed giving maximum mechanical energy for a
given wind speed is proportional to the wind speed.
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Figure 1. WET with asynchronous generator based on a dual power machine.

Figure 2 presents the power curve of a Fuhrländer FL 2500/104 wind turbine. At a
wind speed below 10 m/s, the rotor operates at a sub-synchronous speed. At high wind
speeds, it works at hyper-synchronous speeds. Another advantage of the asynchronous
dual power generator technology is the ability of power electronic converters to generate
or absorb reactive power, which eliminates the need to install capacitor batteries, as in the
case of short circuit rotor asynchronous generators [36,37].

The wind farm system consists of wind power modules and a central substation,
which allows the total power to be supplied to the power system at a voltage of 35 kV.
The central substation uses 2 high voltage switchgears. When developing wind power
modules, it was decided to use 4 modules, each of them consisting of 3 wind turbines; the
power of 1 module was 7.5 MW. A 7.5 MW wind farm consisting of three wind turbines of
2.5 MW, connected to a 10.5 kV distribution system exporting electricity to the 35 kV grid.
An installation with a voltage of 2300 V, a power of 1.01 MVA, consisting of an engine load
(asynchronous motor capacity of 1 MW) and a resistive load of 10 kW, is connected to the
buswork 10.5 kW. Both the wind turbines and the engine load have a system to control the
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voltage, current, and rotation speed of the rotor. The DC link generator voltage of the wind
electric installation is also monitored. The general wind farm scheme is shown in Figure 3.
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The 7.5 MW wind farm model developed in MATLAB® Simulink® is shown in
Figure 4. A general scheme of the wind power plant was developed using a modular-trunk
power distribution scheme.
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Figure 4. Model of a wind farm in the simulation environment MATLAB® Simulink®.

The wind turbine model is a vector model that enables long-term stability studies. In
this example, the system is observed for 50 s.

A wind farm consisting of 3 wind turbines is modelled by 1 wind turbine unit by
multiplying the following parameters by 3, as shown below:

1. Nominal mechanical power of the wind turbine: 3 × 2.5 MW indicated in the turbine
data menu.

2. Rated power of the generator: 3 × 2.5/0.9 MVA (3 × 2.5 MW) specified in the
generator data menu.

In this study, we investigate the wind farm behavior for different cases:

• Wind farm operation in Voltage regulation and AC regulation mode assuming a
sudden wind speed change—initially, wind speed is set to 8 m/s; then, at t = 5 s, wind
speed suddenly increases to 14 m/s;

• Wind farm operation in Voltage regulation and AC adjustment mode assumes a
sudden voltage drop—wind speed is constant and equal to 8 m/s, simulation time
t = 50 s;

• Wind farm operation in a single-phase short circuit on earth in a system of 10.5 kV. We
assumed the short circuit time t = 5 s and its duration 5 + 9/60 s. Initially, wind speed
is set to 8 m/s, then at t = 5 s wind speed suddenly increases to 14 m/s.

3. Research Results
3.1. Simulation of Wind Farm Operation under Conditions of Sudden Wind Speed Change

We performed a simulation of the wind speed change. Initially, the wind speed was
set to 8 m/s; then, at t = 5 s, wind speed suddenly increased to 14 m/s. At the start of the
simulation, an oscilloscope monitored the voltage, current, active and reactive power, DC
bus voltage, and turbine speed. The results of the study “Voltage regulation” operation
mode are shown in Figure 5. At t = 5 s, the active power starts to increase gradually
(together with the speed of the turbines), reaching its nominal value of 7.5 MW after about
18 s. During this time, the speed of the turbines will increase from 0.8 units to 1.21 units.
Initially, the turbine blade inclination angle is zero, and the operating point of the turbine
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follows the red curve of the turbine power characteristics to point D. Then, the angle of
inclination is increased from 0 to 0.76 degrees to limit the mechanical power. Reactive
power is adjustable to maintain a voltage of 1 unit. At rated power, the wind turbine
absorbs 0.6 MVar (Q = −0.6 MVar generated) to maintain a voltage of 1 unit.
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If one changes the mode to “AC” when “Qref Generating Reactive Power” is set to
zero, one can see that the voltage rises to 1.0185 units when the wind turbine generates its
rated power at a single power factor. The results of the study of wind turbine operation
under “AC regulation” mode are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
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3.2. Simulation of Wind Farm Operation under Conditions of Sudden Voltage Drop

We then performed a simulation of the voltage drop in the system with a voltage of
35 kV. For a simulation of this mode, air speed was assumed to be constant throughout the
simulation process t = 50 s, and equal to 8 m/s.
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The first mode in which the simulation was conducted was “AC adjustment” operation
mode when “Generating reactive power Qref” was zero. The simulation results are shown
in Figure 8, and the electric motor voltage when the voltage drops are shown in Figure 9.
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The characteristics of the wind power station operation for a voltage drop in the
system of 35 kV for the WWP operation mode “AC adjustment” are shown in Figure 10.
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As can be seen in Figures 8 and 9, the last three waveforms represent the voltage,
current, and rotational speed of the rotor motor. Figure 10 shows that the wind farm
generates 1.55 MW of power. At t = 5 s, the voltage drops below 0.9 units, and at t = 5.22 s,
the protection system shuts off the installation, as a reduced voltage of more than 0.2 s is
detected (which is specified in the electric motor protection system). The electric motor
current drops to zero and the engine speed gradually decreases, while the wind farm
continues to generate energy at 1.55 MW. After the plant is shut down, 1.44 MW of power
is exported to the electricity grid.

Next, the operating mode of the wind farm is changed to “Voltage regulation” and
the simulation is repeated. The simulation results show that the electric motor is no longer
shut off. This is due to the fact that the voltage supplied by the 5 MVar, the reactive
power generated by wind turbines during the voltage drop, is sustained and maintains
the installation voltage above the protection threshold of 0.9 units. The installation voltage
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during voltage drop is now 0.945 units. The motor response to the voltage drop in the
35 kV system for WPP “Voltage regulation” operation mode is presented in Figure 11, and
the voltage of the electric motor for a voltage drop is shown in Figure 12.
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3.3. Simulation of Wind Farm Operation in Conditions of Single-Phase Short Circuit

We performed a simulation of a single-phase short circuit on earth in a system of
10.5 kV. The short circuit was programmed for time t = 5 s, duration 5 + 9/60 s.

At the beginning, the wind speed was set to 8 m/s; then, at t = 5 s, the wind speed
increased to 14 m/s.

The first simulation of a single-phase short circuit in a system with a voltage of 10.5 kV
was carried out at the operation mode of WPP “Voltage regulation”.

The simulation results of a single-phase short circuit to earth in a system of voltage
10.5 kV for “Voltage regulation” operation mode are shown in Figure 14, while the wind
farm output voltage value when modeling a single-phase short circuit to the earth in a
system of voltage 10.5 kV for “Voltage regulation” operation mode is shown in Figure 15.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, modelling of operation modes for a wind power plant with an installed
capacity of 30 MW was carried out. Twelve Fuhrländer FL 2500/104 wind turbines, with an
installed capacity of 2.5 MW each, were selected for the wind farm. This was a wind farm
of the variable rotational speed type equipped with an asynchronous doubly fed induction
generator. When developing the main scheme of the wind power plant, it was decided to
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use a modular-trunk power distribution scheme. The central substation used: two high
voltage switchgears; a 10 kV switchgear connected according to a “One single, sectioned
by a circuit breaker, bus system” scheme, and a 35 kV switchgear connected according to
a “Bridge with a switch in the transformer circuits and a repair jumper on the power line
side” scheme.

For the development of wind power modules, it was proposed to use four modules,
each including three wind turbines of 2.5 MW, respectively; the capacity of one module was
7.5 MW. Each wind turbine has its own independent transformer, with a natural circulation
of oil and air, and with a voltage of 0.69/10.5 kV. Three voltage classes were used, 690 V,
10.5 kV, and 35 kV. An active load of 50 kW is connected to a voltage of 690 V and an
asynchronous motor with a power of 1 MW is connected on the 10.5 kV side.

The aim of this study is to simulate emergency modes, as well as to show graphically
the characteristics and transition processes that may arise at a wind farm. The simulation of
three operation modes of wind turbines was carried out. The first was “Normal operation”
mode. The operation of the wind turbines was set to the “Voltage regulation” mode. In the
“Voltage regulation” operating mode, one can see that the wind turbines consume 0.6 MVar
of reactive power from the network, thereby maintaining the nominal voltage at a level of
690 V. When the wind turbines operate in the “AC regulation” mode, one can see that the
wind turbines already do not consume reactive power from the network, and the nominal
voltage deviates by 2% from the nominal. The second operating mode is “Voltage drop
in the 35 kV system”. The operation of the wind turbines is set to the “AC regulation”
operating mode, and the wind speed is constant and equal to 8 m/s. As can be seen from
the oscillograms—during 5 s—there is a voltage drop in the 35 kV system, lasting 0.5 s;
thus, the voltage on the motor drops by almost 13%, and since the voltage drop lasts more
than 0.2 s, the motor protection is triggered and is turned off. At this time, the wind farm
continues to generate 1.5 MW of power into the grid. For the wind turbine operating in
“Voltage regulation” mode, the engine is not switched off; at the moment of the voltage drop
in the 35 kV system, the wind farm begins to generate reactive power, thereby preventing
the voltage drop on the motor to less than 10%. Due to this, the motor remains in operation.
At the same time, the wind farm generates 0.5 MW of power into the grid.

The third mode of operation is the simulation of a single-phase short circuit in a
10.5 kV system. For the wind farm in “Voltage regulation” operating mode, a short circuit
occurs in the fifth second and the voltage at the terminals of the generators drops by 24%,
while the generator shutdown is programmed for a voltage drop of more than 25% and if
the duration exceeds 0.1 s. Thus, due to the generation of reactive power, the wind farm
remains in operation. In the case of a similar simulation, but with the wind farm in “AC
regulation” operation mode, the wind farm is turned off, as the voltage at the generator
terminals drops by 33% and the duration exceeds 0.1 s.

The simulation results demonstrate in which permissible emergency modes a wind
farm can continue to generate energy and in which it should disconnect. From the perspec-
tive of power generation, the most unfavorable conditions are sudden voltage drops, which
will cause a reduction in power generation, both in AC regulation and Voltage regulation
mode. In addition, energy production will be stopped when a short circuit occurs during
AC regulation mode.
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